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The removal of an obstructing body from one cup, while it is allowed to re-
main in operation with the other, causes sound vhich had been equally heard
with both ears, to be heard in that one only which is connected with the cup
freed fromn. the obstructing body. Thus, if the fingers be interposed between
the watch and the cups held equally over it, and the finger bc separated under
one of the cups, so as to permnit of atmospheric communication, the sound is
heard iii that car only which is connected vith this cup, and not at ail in the
other.

The effcct of intensification of sound in one car depriving the other of all
sensation of that sound, is int erestingly shewn by placing the tubes of the in-
struimnt across a block of wood, with the culs lianging in the air.. While both
cups arc left open, and a tining flork in vibration is placd between the two
tubes, the sound is heard with both ears; but, if one cup b closed with the
hand, or with laather, and the ther be left open, the sensation of sound is re-
stricted to that car connected with the closed cup. The sound in the tube con-
nected with the closcd cup is rendered more intense by the closure, the escape
of sound is obstructed, and reverberation takes placs. By virtue of the in-
tensification, sensation is monop)olized by one ear, and is lostby the other. The
result and the incahanical conditions arce much the sne as in the experiments
by M1r. Wheatstone -with a tuing-fork held upon the head, presently to be re-
ferred to.

It is worthy of observation, that in order that a sound previously heard with,
or in both cars, as in the above experiinets, may bc appreciated or felt in one
car only, it is not necessary that the stethophone, or other conducting instru-
ment, be placed in the cavity of the mcatus cexcrnus. It is sufficient for this
result that the instrument bc placed near the meatus, so as to give it an advantage
of intensity over the opposite cavity. When the instrument is to be held only
near the meatus, care should be taken not to toucli the external ear, so that there
may be no conduction by tliat part froin contact, which would vitiate the expe-
riment. The result is perfectly satisfactory and conclusive, although the re-
markable sensation of ponring in of sound into the car, is less marked, a fact
sufficiently intelligible from the diffusion of sound which must take place outside
the car, when the extremity of the tube is held there, and is not inserted into
the mcatus. It is therefore obvious that the restriction of hearing to one ear,.
under the conditions specified, is not due to closure of the meatus extern:us the
cause of the augmentation of sound in some experiments of Mr. Wheatstoue,.
to be shortly referred to.

The remarkable phenomenon of the restriction of hearing to one ear, above,
described, seeis not to be without important signification. It holds apparently
in virtue of a law secmingly established for the purpose of enabling mian and
the lower animals to determine the direction of the saie sound, with more ac--
curaey than could be donc, had a judgment to be formed between the intensity
of two similar sensations in the two ears respectively. All source of error is
removcd by there being only one sensation, although there may be two impres-
sions. This law of a stronger impression in one car, rendering us unconscious
of a weaker but similar impression ia the other, has an analogue, though per-
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